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Suspect in Librarian murder
has hearing date set
By Shannon Beale
Staff Writer

The alleged killer of UOP
Italian Linda Mae Buescher faces a
preliminary hearing on November 22,
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Enge, 25, was arrested August
14,1982, twelve days after Buescher's
nu'de body was found in the bathtub
0f her duplex apartment at 1609 N. El
Dorado St. by a neighbor. The police
rep0rt indicates she was beaten,
raped, stabbed and strangled.
Enge is being held in the San
Joaquin County Jail without bail. He
is charged with murder with special
circumstances. Under the California
Penal Code, if found guilty, he could
face the death penalty or life im
prisonment without possibility of.
parole.
Deputy District Attorney,
Colleen Callahan, a graduate of
UOP's McGeorge School of Law and
prosecutor in the case, said, "The
special circumstances in this case are
that a robbery, rape and burglary
took place while the murder was
committed."
Callahan has served as Deputy
District Attorney of San Joaquin
County for six and one-half years,
during which time she has only lost
two cases-a good record, considering
she handles an average of ten murder
and sexual assault cases per year.
She was reluctant to discuss the
Buescher case in order to protect it
(orthe trial. This is California's first
she said, in which the death
ilty could possibly be the sen. Stockton public defense attorJim Larson serves as Enge's
rense council.
_ Buescher was murdered on the
tvening of August 2. Police, in recon
structing the crime, speculate the
suspect entered her house through the
screen door as the hook and eye were
found on the porch by a neighbor.
There were no signs of forcible entry
on the door itself, so it is assumed the
door was unlocked or open. Stockton
Police Lt. John Marnoch said there is
evidence that Buescher must have put
up quite a struggle.
.
Enge is a black male, 6 feet, 3 in
ches tall, weighing approximately 270
pounds. Buescher was barely five teet
tall, weighing about 100 pounds.
Buescher was Stockton's 30th
murder victim this year. Last year
there were 45 murders in Stockton.
"Due to the number of people in the
Stockton area and the cross section o

racial backgrounds, this is not a sur
prising figure," said Lt. Marnoch.
Enge has a flagrant criminal
history. He has nine prior convic
tions, including seven misdemeanors
and two felonies. He has served a
California Youth Authority sentence

,

The Center for International
'Programs, in cooperation with the
Institute of European Studies (Ibb)
and College Semester Abroad, is of
fering several diverse and exciting
study abroad programs for Spring
semester, 1983.
IES currently offers seven
Programs in five countries. Throug
this program, students can study in
Germany, Spain, Austria, Englan
and France. There is a language
reQuirement for all but the Vienna,
Austria and England programs.
While overseas with IES, t e
students continue their academic
w°rk in a classroom setting. Courses
ar« taught on a wide variety of suhjectsby both American and European

faculty.

College Semester Abroad offers
purses throughout the world in sel
lings that ranee ff*""1 ltaly to

Clyde Hoover:
Profile of a
murder suspect

$100.00 from a Safeway store.
Linda Mae Buescher came to
Stockton in 1980 to work as a
librarian at UOP's Irving Martin
Library. She held similar positions at
Purdue University, W. Lafayette, In
diana and the University of Missoui,

The Center house was the location of Linda Buescher s murder.
from 1977 to 1980 after being found
guilty of rape, lewd conduct, robbery
and committing a lewd act in the
presence of a minor.
Court records alsp show that
Enge was charged with forcible rape
in 1981, but was convicted of false
imprisonment; a felony, which is the
unlawful violation of the personal
liberty of another, as stated in the
California Penel Code. He served 137
days in the San Joaquin County Jail
and was released on January 26,
1982.

The academic experience is composed
of a contemporary culture and
history seminar, a homestay in which
the student lives with a native family
for three weeks and functions as a
normal family member, and an in
dependent study project which comDliments the student's major field of
study. Language requirements vary
by program with Semester Abroad.
UOP also offers a year in Japan
nmoram The students in this
program spend a regular school year
fn Japan taking courses at a Japanese

apply
abr°The

costs for IES and Semester
Abroad are about the same as the cost
of attending UOP for the comparable
ammint of time.

Columbia, Missouri. She was
seriously injured in an auto accident
five years ago. The accident left her
with a severe limp and a speech im
pediment. As therapy for ,her
disability, Buescher frequently
walked from her home to the UOP
pool and back, a distance of over a
mile.
Enge, the alleged killer of Linda
Mae Buescher, will face a judge
November 22, 1982 at 9:00 a.m. at
the preliminary trial. Colleen
Callahan, the prosecutor, will need to
convince the court to hold Enge ovei

"One of the unique aspects of
UOP's program is that we have a
package deal," said Dr. Cortlandt
Smith, director of the Center for In
ternational Programs. "We offer a
pre-departure orientation and a postanalysis course. This is something
that all study abroad programs say is
a valuable necessity, but very few of"Students are changed when
they live overseas," Dr. Smith con
tinued. "They return home with a
broader view of Americanjifejmcljrf
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Clyde Hoover Enge, 25, suspect
in the murder of UOP librarian Linda
Mae Buescher, has the type of
background that picks him out as a
threat to society.
Enge was born on June 19, 1957,
in Los Angeles to Lee and Mattie
Enge.
His parents apparently
separated when he was three. In
1962, Enge's mother remarried, only
to have her new husband die two
years later. Enge's mother died of
cancer in 1970, leaving Enge at the
age of 13 with no home. His life was
greatly affected by the death of his
mother.
He was placed by the court in
several group homes and ranch-type
placements.
Because of his in
timidating and aggressive behavior,
the homes were unable to control
him. He lived occasionally at the
home of his sister, a resident of
Stockton. While at the home of his
sister and her husband, the police
received many reports that Enge was
"out of control."
He attended Edison High School
in Stockton, but dropped out after
finishing the ninth grade. Enge told a
psychiatrist who interviewed him that
he disliked school and found the
work too difficult. While at Edison,
he was suspended twice for nonattendance.
Upor. turning 18, Enge lived a
transient ii festyle, with no permanent
address, sleeping on benches and in
doorways,
according to the
psychiatrist. He was never employed.
He lived off welfare and from the
money he received donating blood.
- singe hau applied to the U.S. Army
i bat could not pass the written exam.
While a minor, Re was charged
with battery, disturbing the peace,
being out of control, and malicious
mischief.
He ;:sed a variety of drugs, but
never became addicted to them. He
started drinking at the age of 14 and
the drinking increased during his
teens until he was up to 1 Vi gallons of
wine a day.
Two psychiatric evaluations were
done on Enge in 1977 after he was
charged with a felony.
He was
found guilty of rape, lewd conduct,
robbery, and committing a lewd act
in the presence of a minor. Dr. Jerry
T. Jones M.D. spent an hour and a
half with Enge and came up with the
conclusions that Enge is a danger to
the health and safety of others. The
subject is not a mentally disordered
sex offender, he said in his report.

The advantages to a UOP
student for going overseas with any
of these programs is that all of the
units automatically transfer; whereas
if a student travels abroad for a
semester with a non-UOP sponsored
program, they must basically transfer
out of and back into the University.

^GLOOK INSIDE

. This week in Sports... g°
^ two consecutive tournament* •
Volleyball hosts the 4th a n / u a
wendy' Classic...soccer hosts
s
toP-rated USF in Stadium
^y.-.and water polo sound ,Jfcats Pepperdine 13-7 lor th se
fories and more Sports, see pages
&and 7
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Serving the UOP community since 1908

In the News this week, we
bring you the continuation of our
look at the 15 Propositions being
voted on in the Nov. 2nd Califor
nia general election...our weekly
Job Search openings...and also
some interesting News Briefs, in
cluding the naming of a new UUP
Board of Regents member, and an
$84,000 grant received by
UOP...for more on this and all the
News see page 3...

Channel 10 news covered both sides of the controversial term paper issue
this week.
PHOTO BY DREW HAGEN

It's a

The life of a public figure can be him socially, not politically." She
doesn't feel it is her "position" to be
as trying as it is glamorous. For some
involved in the political aspects of
who share the spotlight, the effects of
notoriety are felt by their family as campaigning. George Jr. and Andrea
feel the same way, she says. "Dad
well as by themselves. Leslie Deukdoesn't want us to get our feet wet in
mejian, freshman at UOP and
the campaign. It is not our place to.
daughter of California Attorney
He just wants us to stand by and sup
General and gubernatorial candidate
port him. We all do that."
George Deukmejian, talked with The
Except for a change of address
Pacifican about life as a politician's
from
Long Beach, California, to
daughter.
Sacramento, Ms.
Deukmejian
Leslie's father has been in
doesn't anticipate a radical change of
politics since Leslie was born, serving
lifestyle for herself or her brother
four years as a California Assem
should her father become governor.
blyman, and 12 years as a state
Her sister, Andrea, would have to
Senator. She says that although her
transfer to a Sacramentoihigh school.
family has always been in the public
And if he loses? "I realy don't know.
eye, her childhood, as well as those of
I honestly haven't thought about it."
her siblings George Jr., 16, and An
The worst part of the campaign
drea, 13, wasn't much different from
for Leslie is hearing Democratic op
those of her peers.
ponent Tom Bradley criticize her
"There were both advantages
the world as a whole."
father's record. "I want to hit him
and
disadvantages,"
she
said.
One
of
"A lot of what I learned is in
across the face," she giggled.
the disadvantages has been lack of
tangible," said Sheri Arrigoni, a
Becoming serious, she went on,
time
with
her
father.
"His
position
senior who spent a semester in Vienna
"Thev're not enemies, but it bothers
puts
a
damper
on
an
everyda"
last year with IES. "I gained a real in
me that a person has to cut down
father/daughter relationship
sight into my own values in life and
another person to gain points.'
The
advantages
and
disadvan
how our small culture relates to the
tages of being a politician's daughter
rest of the world."
are still with Leslie here at UOP. Her
pet peeve is being pre-judged. "No
"It gave me the chance to see a
matter where I go, someone will
totally, vastly different culture," said
plaster 'stuck-up' all over my face.
Julie Coons, a senior who spent last
You shouldn't make judgements
year in Japan through UOP's
about someone until you know them.
program. "It changes your world
If someone knows me and doesn't
view; you can't view the world in the
like me, that's fine." An advantage
same way."
to having a recognizable name is
being remembered, "My name gets
Dr. Smith feels that a student
remembered, especially by teachers.
should not select a program on the
Mavbe that isn't an advantage." she
basis of the language requirement.
reconsidered, "if I'm not in class,
"One of the goals of studying abroad
they k n o w it.
is to immerse yourself into the
Since Attorney General Deuk
culture," Dr. Smith said. "Language
mejian
announced his candidacy for
is a very big part of that."
Leslie is on her way home to
the governor's seat, Leslie says there
The application deadlines for
Ldng
Beach today, to be with her
has
been
some
additional
strain
on
spring study abroad programs are
family until the election Tuesday. She
the family. "There's always someone
November 15th for IES and Novem
will spend election night at the
trying to make him look bad. We
ber 30th for College Semester
Republican headquarters in the Cen
have to watch what we say and do."
Abroad. Applications are available at
tury
Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles.
Part
of
her
responsibility
as
his
the Center for International
While the hotel ballroom will host an
daughter,
Leslie
says,
is
putting
on
a
Programs, WPC 128.
all-night rally, flashing on large
"We currently have 21 students good appearance. "You have to look
television screens projections and
good.
You
can't
get
into
trouble."
in programs abroad," Dr. Smith
ballot counts as they are received, the
When asked about her in
said. "We will probably send about
Deukmejians will sit together in a
volvement
in
her
father's
campaign,
15 this spring. We hope that students
private room upstairs watching the
Leslie said, "I wasn't ever really in
realize what a valuable opportunity
television reports. "Sometime during
volved until I came here." She has
this can be." he added.
the evening we will all go downstairs
recently represented him at a variety
and Dad will make a few remarks."
of
functions
locally.
Though
some
"My experience left me feeling
When the Deukmejian staff feels the
events are political, such as her
more competent and self-assured,"
race is decided, the family will return
father's
fund
raiser
at
the
Stockton
Ms. Arrigoni said. "I am more able
downstairs for Deukmejian's accep
Hilton,
and
the
GOP
reception
for
to deal with people from different
tance or concession speech.
state Assembly hopeful Doug Carter,
cultures."
Though Leslie gets more nervous
she
has
also
been
to
non-partisan
"The reflection and insights you
?s ebction day approaches, she says
functions,
like
the
Internationa!
Din
gain into your own culture are
she feels positive about the race. "But
ner at the Spanos Center earlier this
phenomenal," Ms. Coons concluded.
whatever happens, I'm sure it will be
month.
Leslie
stresses
that,
"When
1
"There is something to be said for
the best for our family."
go to functions up here, 1 represent
that,"
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Letters to the Editor

Iynn

Hartley's 'Boari comments' were unfar
Edi7am

writing this letter in response
joe Hartley's column tart week
Trident
which concerned theof
the two
Marketing ad. As one o
ASUOP Representatives on the
1 feel
Pacifican Publications Board
*that several, ofc his
i_ 1 „ comments
n^mmontc regard
I seveiai VI «««
J A
the Board were unwarranted ana
ing tl
unfair.

First of all, I would like to make
it clear that this is not an attempt to
denounce or. justify, the
use of the Trident Marketing ad. My
own personal feeling on the subject is
that from a moral standpoint, I
believe the ad would be detrimental to
which
any educational institution
, . ,
,
•

nuclear freeze

Take a Stand: Yes on 12
The hottest places in hell are reserved for
those who maintain their neutrality in time of
great moral crisis.
Dante
If there was ever a time to take a moral
stand on an issue, the time is now and the issue
is nuclear weapons.
Proposition 12, the nuclear freeze
initiative, addresses the problems of the nuclear
weapons race between Russia and the United
States. According to the Department of Defense,
the United States has approximately 30,000
nuclear weapons while Russia has ap
proximately 20,000. With the addition of each
weapon the chances of an accidental nuclear
war increase.
Proposition 12 is more of a social
statement than anything else. It asks the Gover
nor to send a letter to the President of the

United States from the people of California
asking for a bilateral nuclear freeze.
The chances of either country surviving a
nuclear war are slim considering the fact that
the typical ICBM Missile has 360 times more
power than the atom bomb dropped on
Hiroshima in World War II.
Even if you believe that arms reduction
talks between the two countries is the solution,
vote for 12 because a "Yes" vote will send a
message around the world that Americans are
serious about meaningful nuclear arms reduc
tion negotiations.
Take a stand on this moral issue.
Proposition 12 is the first step towards nuclear
sanity. If the thought of a holocaust scares the
hell out of you, vote "Yes" on 12 and let your
voice be heard around the world.
By Dan Sousa

Computer raises many questions
It has been nearly a year since the questions
began surfacing concerning the University's
new computer.
These questions remain unanswered today.
But, people remain curious as to what the an
swers to the questions posed might be, even
though some administrators were hoping time
would suppress these curiosities.
What is the computer being used for?
What exactly is it programmed for? Who has
access to the computer and its confidential in
formation? Most importantly, as a result of the
recent Grand Jury report, what kinds of checks,
if any, are available to safeguard against the
misuse and abuse of the computer? Finally, is
the computer, in its current state, being used to
its maximum capacity?
It is time these questions were answered.
If the University community remembers
correctly, it was reported that the computer was
purchased for Financial Vice-President Dr.
Robert Winterberg so that he could have access
to the general University ledger main frame
system. This would enable the University to
predict future trends and thus help devise more
accurate budget projections. Has this been ac
complished? No. It seems that the computer
center is having trouble connecting these two
systems. All the same, Winterberg is still
making his budget predictions. Wouldn't it
have made more sense for the University to first
determine whether or not the Hewlitt-Packard
computer was compatible with the University's
Burroughs computer before spending over

$100,000?

cerns the confidentiality of the information
programmed into the computer and the trust
worthiness of those who have access to it. Ac
cording to sources at the computer center, Winterberg's computer has not been programmed
to print out a daily audit trail. As most people
who work with computers know, an audit trail,
printing out all transactions made on the com
puter, is the most powerful check against
mistakes, abuses and erroneous information.
Are the people who work on the computer so
confident that they make no errors that they are
willing to forgo this precautionary measure?
Even so, isn't it in the best interest of the
University that records are maintained and
checked for accuracy?
"The best interest of the University"—a
thought-provoking phrase. Is Winterberg's
computer being used in the University's best in
terest? Are there other departments in this
University that would be able to better utilize
this expensive piece of equipment?
These questions deserve answers. They
were not intended to point fingers at any person
or persons and question their motives or inten
tions. The negative feelings are building,
however, particularly since the Grand Jury's
revelations involving individuals presently
working for the University.
Dr. Winterberg has a duty and an
obligation to the University community to an
swer these questions and assure us that the
computer is being put to its best use. Tell us
what those uses are and how they are beneficial
to the University.

Another question that has been raised by
many people in the University community con

By Joe Hartley

Gregg Goldman

Shumway shuns higher education
Congressman Norm Shumway
has consistently voted against the in
terests of higher education; has never
sponsored a piece of legislation in its
support; and has only co-sponsored a
higher education bill that promotes
the aggressive collection of defaulted
student loans.
At the same time, Shumway has
said that "there could not be a more
productive and beneficial investment
in human resources and the nation's
future than a positive federal com
mitment to American education."
Funny, when does he plan to
make that commitment? Even the
National Student Political Action
Committee has rated Shumway a "7"
on a scale of 100 in terms of his sup
port for higher education.
The
Congressman has been labeled a

'student loser' for his lack of support.
Obviously, Shumway is not
representing the needs of his district.
He has not only refused to support
higher education, but also em
ployment development, agriculture
and the port. Shumway is represen
ting only the banking industry
because they are paying his campaign
bills.
He has sponsored or cosponsored more bills relating to
banks and banking then any other in
terest.
Norm Shumway is a nice man,
but he is not good for Stockton or the
people of the 14th district. His ac
tions speak too loud for anyone to
hear his words.
Higher education makes a
significant economic impact on the
local area and the state. UOP is the

largest non-governmental employer
in the San Joaquin county. If there is
a marked drop in enrollment, the
University will need to dismiss em
ployees. The cycle is clear. Without
federal assistance, fewer students can
attend UOP. With fewer students, UOP
will have to fire employees. Unem
ployment will rise in the Stockton
area and less money will be in the
local economy. On the average,
students spend twice as much in the
local economy as visitors do. The San
Joaquin valley needs that revenue.
UOP's and Delta's impact on the
community should be obvious. It
would certainly be disasterous to have
them fire employees as a result of
federal policy.

(See SHUMWaY page 8)

strives to maintain high academic
standards and whose Honor Code
stands for honest academic perfor
mance. I cannot, however, disregard
the legal side to this question, in
volving the First Amendment right of
a free press, and the fact that the law
in the California Education Code per
taining to the printing of these ads
has never been interpreted by a court.
I feel each side has a valid point, and

each should be given due accord
before making what I consider to be
an important, precedent-setting
decision.
In the first meeting of the
Pacifican Publication Board, one of
the items discussed was the question
which had been raised regarding ad
vertisements appearing in the Pacifican.
Since no advertising policy has ever
lv' more in
been
set. we
to b"»
gather
JCCU aci.
Wfc agreed
a^ivcu W

hear all sides, and thUs
becoming like those who
come down from their Holy
tain and listen to someone othe ""
God or themselves."

issue.
had
I strongly
strongly feel
iccj that if
" _we
ntec| to
PTd the' ASUOP

Board of SuptrASUOP

uninformed decision
j
that
with you whole-heartedlyjoe.easijy
"matters of principle a ^
resolved.
l Den
« ng with as
analysis of both
much information and mP
^
both sides as possible
J
of fair decision can be reacneo a
then effectively >mPlement,/w
I think your statement that
were all unwilling to remove an ad
which was contrary to the PurPose ,°f
Pacific" was very unfair. For myseii,
it was not a matter of being ''unwilling
to remove the ad, but of being unwdbng
to make a decision regarding a specific
ad before an official advertising policy
had been set. In my opinion, those steps
are in the wrong sequence.
I also obiect to vour statement.
"this issue raises serious q
regarding the effectiveness of the
Pacifican Publications Boi"dWould you have considered the board
"effective" if we had voted as you
urged us to Joe? In my mind, a hasty,
- r - - ^ ^ decision
/inAtdinn iisc not
tint art
uninformed
an cflCC™
tive" one. I know that / need to
become better informed on this sub
ject before trying to resolve an issue
which our legal system hasn't even in
terpreted yet. When I cast my vote, it
was to insure myself the chance to

Former student appalled
to find ad for term papers

Editor:
I recently visited UOP and,
during my visit, picked up and read
the October 15 issue of the Pacifican.
As a former student at UOP, I was
appalled to find, on page three of that
issue, an advertisement for manufac
tured term papers. The inclusion of
that advertisement in a student-run,
student-oriented publication such as
your's shows incredibly bad editorial
judgement, for at least two reasons:
first, it reflects an editorial belief in a
serious lack of intellectual and per
sonal integrity among the students at
UOP; I think that that belief is un
justified. Second, it shows that you
are willing to compromise your own
standards of performance, and to en
courage students to compromise
theirs, merely for the sake of some
advertising revenue. Please- show
some class! I'm sure that if you make
an effort you can find a more worth

while and appropriate purchase for
that space.
UOP is an institution of higher
learning; students at UOP are there,
presumably, to get an education.
The Pacifican is, supposedly, the
"voice" of UOP's students and, as
such, should have no space, what
soever, to sell to hawkers of manufac
tured term papers. When "successful,"
the use of a purchased term paper
allows a student to pass a course
without learning a thing except how
to rationalize cheating.
For the above-stated reasons, I
hope that you will reconsider the
misguided editorial policy which led
to your inclusion of this adver
tisement in your paper, and will
refrain from including any similar
advertisements in the future.
Courtenay Hulme
C.O.P., CLASS OF «82

A vote for proposition 11
is a vote for your future
Editor:
A recent editorial in the
Pacifican urged college students to
vote against Proposition 11, the socalled "bottle bill," because, among
other reasons, it would increase the
cost to college students of the
beverages they like to drink. I would
like to present another view.
We are already paying a big price
for not recycling. Anyone who reads
the newspapers knows how expensive
it is to haul the vast quantities of
American garbage. And, it is getting
more expensive as we use more
"Convenience containers," a
euphemism for "throw-away." Gar
bage dumps are filling up, new ones
are difficult to find and all are expen
sive to operate. We are already
paying a high price for not recycling.

OUR POLICY
The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
letters to the editor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form by 5 p.m.
Tuesday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor, North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit all
submitted material. Editorial
comments reflect the views of
the Pacifican editorial board,
unless signed.
Staff members of the
Pacifican can be reached at
University of the Pacific,
Stockton, California
95211
(209)946-2114.
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Neither side
has addresse
issue properly
Editor:
The Trident Marketing at|
raises issues that unfortUna|
neither side have adequately
dressed thus far.
In arguing for the right
publish anything, you, as editor k
an extremist position that fa^,
recognize the responsibilities of afr
press in a democratic society, v?
rights are absolute. On the oil
hand, my colleague Don Carper
expostulating on behalf of respo5
sible journalism, misses the most
portant issue:
How does
democratic society make respond
choices unless the citizens are atjj
of appropriate alternatives?
The role of a free press«
educational, not simply informative.
Thus, it was your right to run thei
fensive ad~regardless of any Unive
sity policy or legal code to the co:
trary (which I would question oncot
stitutional grounds). It was also yoi
responsibility to explain the potentia
consequences of taking the bad ai
vice the ad offered. In short, yot
should have inserted an editorial red
flag, something like the warni
label on a pack of cigarettes. To mi
the Trident ad without an editori
caveat was irresponsible; but, to fi
bid the ad altogether would be eve
more hazardous to the health ot
free society.
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Joe Hartley
hit the nail
on the head

It is much cheaper, in every way, to
wash a bottle than to manufacture
and wash new bottles. Yes, bottles
from the bottle factory must be
washed, even after using all that
energy and water to manufacture
them. Why not make fewer bottles
and save that precious energy and
water?
No state which has passed a bot
tle bill has even tried to revoke those
laws. This fact speaks mightier than
the propoganda campaign now being
waged by Pepsi Cola and others who
call themselves " 'Califomians' for
sensible laws."
Vote "Yes' on Proposition 11
and cut the costs of "convenient"
waste. A vote for conservation is a
vote for your future.

Editor:
I never thought I'd agree *i
Joe Hartley, but he hit the nail onti
head in last week's Pacifican when!
said, "Journalism breeds arrog»
ance." All one had to do was rei
Gregg Goldman's editorial, "Ed®
Takes Stand," to see that.
Maybe Gregg should resign W
his position as Editor-in-Chief if1
feels that an issue as important
supplying term papers to student
isn't worth more than ten minutes
his time. If Mr. Goldman scrapped'
his legal B.S. and looked at the In*
of the issue, the integrity of
school and the Pacifican, he
see that Joe Hartley and Ca«
DeAngelo aren't trying to under®1
the American legal system, but'
looking out for UOP's best interests
If advertising standards
set now, I can't wait to see
follows term papers and sp"
donors.

O. Boyd Mathias
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Copy Cditor

and

In continuing our coverage of
the issues being presented in the up
coming November 2nd election, this
wee|c we bring you an informative
look at Propositions 9-15.
proposition 9: Should the Con
stitution be amended to allow public
5Chool textbooks to be loaned to
private school students?
The Constitution of California
calls for free textbooks to all public
school students, grades K-12. In
1972, the Legislature extended these
free textbooks to private school
students also. In 1980, this practice
was stopped because the California
Supreme Court claimed that it was
a direct violation of the state Con

t

to someom

stitution.

Proposition 9 would amend the
Constitution to permit a library-type
loan program for students in private
schools, grades K-12.
,cnt
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position that fails to
• csponsibilities of a fr»
democratic society Nn
absolute On the other
>lleugue Don Carper
1 on behalf of respo,
ism, misses the most imsue:
How does a
society make responsible
•ss the citizens are aware
itc alternatives?
Ic of a free press is
not simply informative,
your right to run the of
regardless of any Univer>i legal code to the con
I would question on con
rounds). It was also your
y to explain the potential
-s of taking the bad adI offered. In short, you
: inserted an editorial red
thing like the warninj
rack of cigarettes. To run
ud without an editorial
Irresponsible; but, to'fii
altogether would be eve
dous to the health ofn

Job Search is listed in
cooperation with the Career Plan
ning and Placement Center. For
more information on any of the jobs
listed below, and many others, con
tact the Career Planning and
Placement Center.
Typist. Pays $4.00 per hour. Four

hours per day, Monday through
Friday. Must have own transpor
tation.
Teacher's Aide. Pays $3.35 per
hour. Hours are 8 a.m. through 1
p.m. or 3 through 6 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Job involves
working with nursery school
children.

Office Clerk. Pays $4.00 per hour.
Hours range from 10 to 15 hours a
week, Monday through Friday.
Applicants should type 45 words
per minute.
Receptionist. Pays $3.35 per hour.
Must be able to run a cash
register. Hours are flexible.

returned in these states.
Proposition 11 is an initiative
which would set up a refundable
deposit system for beverage con
tainers in California.
Proposition 12: Should the Governor
urge U.S. officials to propose that
our country and the Soviet Union put
a freeze on nuclear weapons?
According to the U.S. Defense
Department, the U.S. and Russia are
about equal in their building up of
nuclear weapons.
Proposition 12 would require the
Governor to send a letter to President
Reagan and other federal officials
urging that the United States propose
to the Soviet Union that both coun
tries agree to halt testing, production
and deployment of all nuclear
•weapons in a way that could be
verified.
Proposition 13: Should our state
water laws be changed to mandate
conservation of surface and ground
water supplies?
Most of California's water is in
the northern third of the state. Most
of the people and farms are in the
southern two-thirds. Disputes have
arisen over transporting water
agricultural and urban areas.
Proposition 13 would add to
state water law policies to encourage
conservation and discourage the
building of projects to convey water

from northern rivers and the Sierras
to urban and farm areas.
Proposition 14: Should reappor
tionment be taken from the
Legislature and given to an appointed
commission?
California's 40 state Senate
districts, 80 Assembly districts, four
Board of Equalization districts, and
45 Congressional districts must be
reapportioned to reflect shifting
population shown by the 1980 federal
census.
Proposition 14 would amend the
Constitution to transfer the job of
reapportionment
from
the
Legislature to a "Districting Com
mission" to be appointed after each
census.
Proposition 15: Should handguns be
registered? Should the number of
handguns be frozen?
There is general agreement that
crime is a serious public problem; yet
there is no agreement on the role of
handguns in increasing or preventing
crime.
Proposition 15 would add
provisions to the penal code requiring
registration of all handguns, limiting
the number of handguns to those
currently in circulation, providing jail
sentences for unlawfully carrying or
selling unregistered handguns, and
prohibiting the Legislature from ban
ning the ownership of registered handguns.

:
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Try Our
Deli Sandwiches

Soup
Salad Bar
Sweet ir Sour POT
Curried Beef
Almond Chicken
Fried Bice
Chow Mein
E^g Bolls
Fried Won Ton
5757 PACIFIC AVENUE
(SHERWOOD PLAZA)
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Dean A. Spanos of Stockton
has been named to the UOP Board
of Regents to succeed his father
Alex G. Spanos, who was named
an Honorary member of the Board
after actively serving for 10 years.
Spanos, a native Stockton
resident, attended Lincoln High
School before enrolling at UOP.
He was a 1972 Business Ad-

•••• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •. .u;

It's how you see it.

Menu

85%,

A quiet study area will by
available in Wendell Phillips Cen
ter from 6:00 p.m. through mid
night seven nights a week begin
ning Monday, Nov. 1. Several
rooms will be available for in
dividual and group study. During
finals week, WPC will be open one
additional hour each night. The
added study areas are being made
available to supplement the current
library facilities. Students are
asked to use the Stadium Drive en
trance of WPC after 6:00 p.m.

Dining Room Server. Pays $3.35
per hour. Hours are 4-7 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. Some
experience is helpful.

YOUR CHANCE TO COME TO LONDON

^,a,n vvietl (i
*alter£r&<

Study areas to
open in WPC

Mental Health Aide. Pays $6.00
per hour. Job involves helping
acute mentally ill adults 20 hours a
week.

Ron Limbanp
Professot

Karen ^vof^
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News Briefs

By Lynn Gogel
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ministration graduate and is
currently President of A.G.
Spanos Enterprises, Inc.

Co-op interns
to speak
A Co-op internship infor
mation meeting will be held on
Thursday, Nov. 4 at 7:00 p.m. in
UOP's Gold Room. The meeting
will feature current and past co-op
interns who will share their exper
iences. The meeting is geared
toward freshman and sophomore
students. Cookies, punch and cof
fee will be served.

The Supportive Services
Program at the University of the
Pacific's Community Involvement
Program has received a $84,675
federal grant for the current
academic year.
The funding, the third grant
in a four-year project, is to aid
some 200 University students who
are economically, academically
and/or culturally deprived.
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Townshend s a good cowboy
Rush

signals group stability
life. Buy it, puke on it, kick it,
strangle your girlfriend with it, damn
it, listen to it...

Alex Goddard
Gordon Spielberg

The tissue box is empty
no coffee for my cream
dogs howl in the ally
crazy women scream
kids shout from pickup trucks
stoned on life and beer
fifty radios playing in the street
I'm still hardly here
Exquisitely Bored in California
we take our trouble to the crest
exquisitely bored in California
exqiristdy bored-just like all the rest
He has chosen to pin this to
Laguna, California. At any rate,
this is a good example of Townshend's poetic finesse.
According to the San Francisco
Chronicle's Oct.17th Datebook,
Townshend has had a bad alcohol
problem for the last couple of
years. Recently, when asked about
this, he responded:
"Well, there's drunk and
there's drunk. The important thing
is the two hours you're on the
stage, and 1 would be extraor
dinarily careful to be conscious on
the stage." His problems aren't
reflected in the quality of the music
he is putting out.
All the Best Cowboys Have
Chinese Eyes is an album worth
listening to. It is one of those
albums that grows on you until it
becomes a part of your everyday

Rush
Signals
Mercury
•••
For the last nine years Rush has
been producing at least one album a
year. From Rush in 1973 to their
latest effort, Signals, which was just
released, one can see they have im
proved their styles and kept up with
the times.
The three members of Rush are
Lee, Lifeson and Peart. They are well
educated at what they do. Each star
ted playing when he was very young
and their styles are all unique.
Geddy Lee plays bass guitar as
well as synthesizers, and does all the
vocals. His fast bass rifts lead people
to compare him to the likes of
Stanley Clarke and John Entwhistle.
Alex Lifeson plays electric and
acoustic guitars as well as Taurus
pedals. His guitar playing varies so
much that it is hard to classify him.
The third member, Neil Peart,
plays drums and percussion with
such flair that it is hard to see his
hands moving. In concert he cannot
be seen behind all his drums.
The new album, Signals, has

| Tiger Paw ratir
TheA

Choir warms up for tonight's Fall concert.

l Highest rating: see it. do it,
I buy it, oat it, read it --try it.
/
' J Very Good.

i
•

| I Good.
I Fair.

Insuranc

ere being taken
in the
University Center Theater
Monday, Nov.1 through
Friday Nov. 5
9 jim to 1 pm and 2 pm to 5 pm
!4
J the picture people, inc. .
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Yearbooks still on sale I
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through November 15 I1
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Monsignor": one average

;y Dawn
By

Polvorosa

released
asea average
average mov,>
movie ;*
is ^
Monsignor

Naff Writer

definition of an average
would be one that at least
"""It, even at the box office; has well
actors; a storyline that will
t|lu
but, is not memorable.
eotertar"' example
of a recently
A"
The

InKi
The small, female lead is
played
oy Genevieve Bujold,
Clara.
fcXg

WHAT'S HAPPENING?
the soccer team played a game Wednesday night in th

I I-

Sp°rtS'

W
was not much storyline to work with.
The most accurate way to
describe the character of Father
Flaherty comes from a line in the
movie, "he's got faith, brains and
balls."
Naturally, Christopher
Reeves, direct from flying around as
Superman, is perfect for the part of
the priest. He was particularly con
vincing as the confused priest often
caught between faith and ambition.
What I found hard to believe was that
the upfront and modern priest that
Reeves portrays was put into a 1940's
Unfortunately, Genevieve
story.
Bujold in the part of Clara, a soon to
be ordained novice, is much too
mature an actress to be playing a
school-girl type part. Finally, Fer
nando Rey, was devious and con
niving as the all-powerful Cardinal
Santiago.
Monsignor was adapted from a
novel by Jack Alan Leger and suffers
from the problem most adaptations
have; there is no middle section. The
middle section of a novel describes
how the characters are feeling and lets
the reader get to know them. A
movie can only provide this type of
description through the actors. The
beginning and ending of this movie
were tied together by a dull series of
events with too many tangents that
just faded off. The only cure for this
problem is for the writer to decide on
one plot, and no more. This movie

i Abow °ne taSE-sws

g r e a t idea,
i d e a . it
I t is
i s definitely
d e f i n i t e l y time
t i m e to
t o spend
s p emore
n dtime
m omonev
r e 2,nri
d
e v e n t is
i s a great
event

^^ro«d°uD»s,tTis xk?° ed and fifty
people showed up to watch the Tigers lose on a deflected kick
in about 45
degree weather. This Saturday night at 7:30 p.m. the team a
vill play under the lights once again. Their opponent will be USF If it is
__ nn ovfro r>r\n• Vint
.i
" 3 C ld
put on
an extra coat, but do support the
soccerTe^!' " ""
° "ight
If soccer is not your sport, try volleyball. The Wendy's Classic starts
,wo-day eveM is a "eat

The water polo team also has a busy weekend. Today at noon the
Tigers play UC Davis with the JV game following. Then Portland State
will face the Tigers at 2:30 p.m. Saturday at 11 a.m., the team will start
another game against Fullerton. All games will be played at the UOP
pool.
-T^ei5°"^!ya!°?'-presenj^ tbe A Cappella choir tonight at 8:15 p.m.
Connie Weichert will give a Graduate Voice Recital on Monday and the
Sierra String Quartet will play on Tuesday. Both shows start at 8:15
p.m. See page four for more information.
The UC Center movie for this Halloween weekend is An American
Werewolf in London. Not bad.

did have an interesting ending
message, though, which reminded
viewers that all men are inherently
greedy and self-serving.
Monsignor was directed by
Frank Perry who had no problem
with appropriate camera angles. The
camera panned the beautiful Vatican
City in Rome, it came in close to ex
pose the personal level of Flaherty
and Clara's relationship, and it went
right into the allied bunkers during
the war scenes. The artistic quality
faltered when it came to scene tran
sitions, they were so abrupt it was
startling and the viewer needed a few
moments to grasp what was hap
pening. Perhaps Perry desired an
abrupt transition, but the way he
executed these transitions led me to
believe they were accomplished in the
editing room with accidental cuts and
splices.
Monsignor is a typically average
movie, strategically released when all
other movie companies are saving
their big stuff for Christmas. I would
expect this movie will do fairly well at
the box office, but I doubt it will have
many repeat viewers. Monsignor is
not a "must see" movie, but I do
recommend it to those people who
have time to spare.
Monsignor will be at the Sher
wood Theater for the next several
weeks.

'mini-

Jethro Tull entertained an en
thusiastic near sell-out crowd last Sun
day in the Fox Theatre. The show was
last of the North American tour for
Tull this year. This show promised to
be one that a concertgoer would never
forget. The truth is that it was almost a
memorable concert.
The group was dressed to fit the
mood set by Tull's latest album The
Broadsword and the Beast. Traditional
Elizabethan garb such as tights, booties
and animal skins were worn by each
member.
The first half of the night's per
formances was devoted to playing
songs off the most recent Tull albums.
The crowd was supportive of the new
numbers "Beastie" and "Fallen on
Hard Times". The best song from The
Broadsword and the Beast, "Broad
sword", was accented by lan Anderson
swinging an eight foot broadsword
around stage. While singing the lyrics to
"Watching Me, Watching You" An
derson was being chased by bug-eyed
people in lab coats. When the effect of
strobe lights was added to the scene the
chase became an eerie one.
Playing in the intimate Fox
provided Tull with an opportunity to
show off individual personalities of
each band member. More than anyone
else, Peter-John Vettese, who played

keyboards, took advantage of the
closeness of the audience. Peter-John
repeatedly used the free time between
songs to jam and entertain with his in
struments. A large disappointment was
the lack of such freelance playing by
the talented flutest Ian Anderson.
Overall, the group was able to
flaunt its talent well. Martin Barre
played above average guitar solos.
David Pegg showed he could play both
bass and the mandolin well enough to
draw much crowd support.

The show ended with a very in
spirational version of "Aqualung".
The song brought the crowd to its feet
screaming for an encore. The encore
was "Locomotive Breath" which only
left the crowd screaming for more;
which they did not receive.
Many fans were disappointed at
the fact some of their favorite Tull
songs were not played. That is a major
problem for a group who has eighteen
albums to choose material from.
The promised opening band of
Saga did not play. The official reason
as released by Rock'n Chair Produc
tions, was "a misunderstanding bet
ween the agents and Saga."
The end result was a much shorter
evening for the price of thirteen dollars.
Was this concert memorable? Almost.

Finally, Gluskin's will be presenting another free seminar this Thur
sday from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at 2110 Pacific. The program is entitled
"Omega Color Printing School".

When a good Mend borrows
your car,the tank may not come backfull.
But the trunk does.

Tiger Paw rating system
ratt concrrt:

Highest rating: see it, do it,
I } buy it, uat it, read it-try it.

STUDENTS
Insurance costs too high?
Call

Cindi

low rates for qualified students
call or come in for a quote

Dutcher
Insurance
Agency

BUDGET
PAYMENTS

4422 N. Pershing
Stockton, CA. 95207

478-2450

Back - To School

:

-

FRESH FROZEN YOGURT

Buy a small yogurt
at regular price
receive the second small
at V2 price

1

Exp. N«v_'J
Y°gurt

Pump

-• • uumc Ave.
sc k P a c i , i c A w e ^erwood Plaza
(ByKMarll

HOURS
11 to J 0 Mon - Thurs
' ,1,0 11 Fri & 5at
11 to 10 Sun

5

Anderson & company
almost memorable

Ms. Beverly Fitch McCarthy will speak on her impressions of
"Women in China Today" on Thursday at 4:00 p.m. in the Gold Room.
Ms. McCarthy has just returned from her trip to China. This talk is free.

If you have something happening and would like to publicize the
event in this column, turn the information into The Pacifican by Tuesday
at5:00 p.m. to be run that Friday.

Pacifican

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
r

1982 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co . Milwaukee. Wis
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Karen's Comments

at
Beach
Nov.
6
Tigers get bye
Following a discouraging 55-7
loss at the hands of the University of
Arizona, the Tigers will have two
weeks to regroup before facing three
consecutive league contests.
Pacific will have a bye this
weekend before traveling to Anaheim
Stadium Nov. 6 where they'll face
PCAA foe Long Beach State in the
final stretch of the 1982 season. Long
Beach (2-0 in league, 2-4 overall) were
the victims of a 51-17 trouncing by
San Diego State last Saturday.

Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

When UOP heads to Anaheim
next weekend, they'll be trying to
rebound from a demoralizing loss.

Field hockey returns home 2-2
from California Invitational

better team. We couldn't move ,l
ball, didn't execute, and the def,I e
just fell apart," Toledo comment?
The Wildcats came into the
with a 16-13 upset of highly-regaJ
Notre Dame and a 24-24 tie
UCLA under their belts. The
brought their record to 3-2-1. 5*
Tigers are now 1-7 overall and i.2 {
league play.
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By Helen Pastrana
Staff Writer

Lady Tiget field hockey brought
home a 2-2 record from the California
Invitational held at Berkeley last
weekend.
Pacific defeated Washington State
3-0, fell short 2-1 to Cal, got shut-out
by UC Davis 2-0, but rebounded to
defeat Simon Fraser 2-1, in the two-day
tourney.
Still feeling the excitement from
the impressive upset over Cal the
previous week, the Tigers came out
cooking and playing their best, shutting
out Washington State the first day of
the Invitational.
With 35 seconds into the game,
Nance Mercado intercepted a pass
from Sandra Saunders and accurately
shot the ball in to put the Tigers ahead,
1-0. The second goal came with Luci
Lagrimas' triggered hard shot from the
penalty corner which ricocheted off the
pads of Washington State's goalkeeper.
Tigers' Mercado alertly rebounded the
deflected shot, pulled it to the left, and
placed it in the corner.
The Tigers continued to dominate
the game and nothing seemed to go
wrong. But, 10 minutes before the half,
the team's dominance cost them" a
player. In the confusion of the play,
Lagrimas tripped and twisted her ankle
over a stick laying on the ground. The
incident according to Head Coach
Carla Konet was a "crucial blow."
"We don't know the extent of the in
jury, except nothing is broken," Konet
said. "She may be out for two weeks at
the most." With two weeks remaining
WXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>di
KUOP's Sportstaeular will discuss the Pacific rowing club Nov. 4 at 6
p.m. with co-coaches Matt Holmes and Tom Kinberg. The station call
number is 91.3 FM. The phone number to call into the show is 946-2428.
The UOP water polo team would like to thank Coach Terry
1 iskevych for his speech last week on confidence and positive thinking.
The team went on to reap the fruits of their positive mental labor in their
decisive win over Pepperdine University.
"For as he thinks within himself, so he is." Proverbs 23:7.
The Coors Campus Festival is taking place today at the Raney
Recreation Area, adjacent to the main gym, from 2 to 4 p.m. Activities
include a balloon toss, bucket brigade, frisbee toss, croquete, king of the
mountain, and much more. Prizes will be awarded. Everyone is en
couraged to attend.

I

SPORTS CLUBS: All sports
clubs
seeking
funding
through the club contingency
fund for 1982-83 should
submit completed request
forms with current club
rosters and competitive
schedules to Kathy Klein,
main gym by November 10.
For information call 9462472.

SINCE 1946 •

FREE BIKE BAG

OPEN
6 DAYS A
WEEK
Mon. - Sat,
9-5:30

W/$5.00 Purchase

$ 6 . 0 0 value
1 per student only
W/ coupon
Exp. Date 11/5/82

Closest to campus for the
commuter

Cycling Caps

U

Clothing

466-4351
2405 N. El Dorado
Stockton, CA. 95204

U)p

Pacific Ave.

Touring Equipment
952-1174
8118 West Lane
Stockton, CA. 95210
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USF soccer
versus U O P
By Barbara Allen
Stsff Writer
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Tiger golf goes two for two
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By Dan

Sousa

By Kevin Coombs

Managing Kditor

Staff Writer

The action may not be juicy, but
, sure to be hot tonight when the
!ih Ann"al Wendy's Classic opens at
L Three of the top women's
Mevball teams in the nation will vie
gainst the Tigers for the Wendy's
6'Undefeated

retur

n

Beach
with a
with r
20 fma]

* o t t guard,
third quarter.

Hawaii, the defendig
currently
,nked 2nd in the nation, will take on
Jlth-ranked UCLA at 6:15 p.m. in
tlie SPan0S Center. UOP, ranked
hir(l and coming off of a upset loss
Cal, will face 14th-ranked UC'
LtaBarbara at 8:30 p.m.
Hawaii, 12-0, defeated UOP last
•ear in a heart-stopping five-game
rnatch- The Rainbow Wahines are led
bv junior Ail-American Deitre
Collins, the Wendy's Classic MVP
last year, outside hitter Kori Pulaski
and Joyce Kaapuni, a former member
0fthe U.S. national team.
UCLA has a 14-8 record and has
had a rough season so far. The Bruins
bad the inevitable task of facing the
top-ranked San Diego State last
night. UCLA is led by senior setter
jeanne Beauprey, All-Wendy's last
year, junior Pattv Orozco and
sophomores Coleen Koop and Merja
Connolly. This will be the Bruins
third appearance at Wendy's. They
finished second in 1979 and third the
past two years.
UC Santa Barbara (UCSB) is 179 overall on the season with one of
-hamp'ons
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' the Tigers scrimmaged
Hympic Club, who £
c Previously this season
1 winning again. Nugcl
'• first and second group,
ong play from both I
1
°d on the Olympic
kes to get the win, 9-8
ekend UOP will test their
vhen they host UC Davis
m, Portland State at 2:30
I ullerton at 11 a.m.
The j.v. team will pty
tt 1:15 p.m. today. Davis
n will square-off today at
play to our ability, we
veil," said Nugent. "We
ust anyone,
live to have everyone play
y can for as long as they
lit continued. "Theycan't
winning or losing but just
best they can, and results
e of themselves."
1
«er s arc now 8-J1 overall,j

Wendy's and

Top-ranked
USF soccer
versus UOP

trbara on October 9 UCSR u i„h
' freshman setter Liane Sato with
mors Gina DeQuattro anH trie
acDonald adding the punch
UOP had its league victory skein
tapped at 50 straight names wi h
NorPac loss to 18th-ranked
uesday night at Cal It w*
r,,
id for the incredible T&r* S
Jcause UOP's last loss wafat Calln
)78
as at Cal in

now stands
- while Cal soars to 8-1. Overall
ie tigers are 16-3.
Probable starters for UOP
might should be senior Karen
acobsen, sophomores Jan Saunders,
11-Wendy's last year, Robin Burns
nd Eileen Dempster, and freshmen
ulie Maginot and Therese Boyle.
'rior to the Cal game Tigers had not
ust a game in their last six matches
nd their last match loss had been to
UalPoly on October 8.
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Pacific golf won the Stanford
Fall Invitational and the UOP
Autumn Invitational in a span of five
days. Jeff Wilson also won his
second individual victory at the
Paciflc Invitational.
Victory number one came at the
Stanford Invititational, where Pacific

the ?? da/ ,°f play' 27

holes:

Pour of

Pacific's five men
were in the top ten individual scores.
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rC These scoJesTut Pacific in the
leadoverSan Jose by six shots, 435 to
441, Stanford by seven shots, (442),
and Fresno State by 12, (447).
Stanford charged to tie Pacific
after 35 holes but fell to five strokes
behind at the end of 54 holes. San
Jose tried to charge but fell two shots
.
short

of

the TigerS)

879 t0 881

The Tigers had made it five
straight with a victory over Santa
Clara on Monday at home. The
Tigers won 15-4, 15-6, and 15-4. Santa Clara fell to 9-13 overall and 3-7 in
league.
Dempster had a big night with 16
kills and a .565 hitting percentage.
She also had three block shots and
two block assists. Maginot had 11
kills while Boyle and sophomore Lisa
Franco had seven kills each. Burns
had four serving aces for the Tigers.
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}; Tomorrow night Pacific soccer
i challenge one of the top teams in
fit nation when they meet the
persity of San Francisco at 7:30
Kin Pacific Memorial Stadium.
•Francisco is.ranked number one
le Far West aryj^th in the nation.

(See SOCCER page 8
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Staff Writer

1 On Wednesday, November 3,
"OP will meet Santa Clara here on
[rookside Field at 2 p.m.
[ Last Wednesday, the Tigers went
"P against the University of Nevada
Us Vegas and were beaten, 1-0.
f UNLV is ranked 12th in the Far
rest and has yet to lose an away
{ame under head coach Barry Barto.
rNlv holds an overall season record
Bf8-2-2.
With about twenty minutes left
10 Play Las Vegas' Rob Ryerson put
'"the only goal of the game.
Barto stated after the game, "1
thought Pacific played very, very well
lhefirst half. We came back, though,
m the second half. It was a much bet[ersecond half for us."
"The whole game was a good
stressed Spaulding. "Both
!.farns played very well tonight and
neyjust ended up on top."
Spaulding was pleased with his
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By Barbara Allen

|"USF will be a tough game,"
fcl Co-coach Bruce Spaulding.
[hey are four time national chamions and this year they've only lost
jsgame."
I Tough or not, this is a game not
1 be missed.
In the words of Cooach Dave Goldstein, "If somebody
'ants to see what really good college
occer is, they should come see that
pe.
[ "I've seen USF do things that
% professional players do," he ad-
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Fresno finished third at 882 and Stanford was fourth at 884.
Earle finished the last 27 holes
one under par to shoot 216, even par,
good enough for fourth. Eric Peterson, Fresno, won, firing 212,,
followed by Lew Dickey, Stanford,
and Greg Meyer, Hawaii, at 215.
Riding high on this major victory, the Tigers roared into Woodbridge C.C. in Lodi for the UOP
Autumn Invititational.
Playing 36 holes in the rain on
Monday, Pacific again jumped to the
«"™«oag
J
early lead. Five shots separated the
Hj Tigers and the Spartans, 574 to 579.
• United States International Univer
sity was third at 587, followed by
UCLA at 590 and Arizona at 592.
Wilson's afternoon round of 67,
played in the worst weather of the
't%s£m day. coupled with a 71 in the mor. ,< '
ning, gave him a 138 total and a two
^ C' JSpggll shot lead over Dan Coughlin, San
Jose, Jay Delsing, UCLA, and Regan
e' American University, at
^ Ro
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Tiger Pat Noyes (9) steals ball from UN L V o pponent Wednesday.
1111

Tuesday, Wilson and the Tigers vied
for their second victory in three tournarrients. Both the team and Wilson
jr*f
finished the first-nine three strokes
I ahead of their nearest competitor,
3 and remained so through the 14th
|
But San Jose made up their three
|stroke deficit in those final four holes
§ to gain a tie with Pacific at 895. In
|this situation the highest, or fifth
score, for each round is totaled. San
Jose totaled 232 allowing Pacific to
1111
1111

Something Special Shoes

New
Location
We have
W
moved our
fantastic
V
selection of
ladies high fashion and sport shoes
to the Sherwood Mall on Pacific Ave.
Come in and see our new boutique
and unique selection of shoes for every
occasion.
it

Bring in this ad for

$100 OFF

Normally $343, Now $243 until Nov. 12
Fee includes:
—Eye Examination
—Contact Lens Fitting
—One Pair of Extended Wear Contacts
—Starter Kit
—Handling and Care Instructions
—Follow-up Care For 6 Months

2
\

j

Stephen L. Pollack, O.D.
Doctor of Optometry

1701 W.March Lane

HENOWN61

951-2020

BudwejserO

-

Budweiser

oTp TRAVEL

THIS BUD'S FOR YOU

^ARANTEED DOG TRAINING

.O.P. Athlete of the Week

U

Jeff Wilson

Now that you've made your
Stop Bad Habits
Teach Good Manners
All Breeds $45
Also Private Lessons
Days or Eves.
Janet Borgens
Professional Trainer

Thanksgivin
Christmas reservations

time for
UOP golfer Jeff Wilson captured his second 1982 individual title when he took first
the UOP Autumn Invitational this week. Wilson led Pacific to a first place in the
Invitational. It was the second consecutive team title for UOP in five days (see story
this page). Congratulations Jeff! Once again, this Bud's for you!

al

Frey Distributing Co.

Pacifican

October 29, 1982

by Paul And,

Life after college? You bet!
AND that you will be there. "That
you will be there is the key element to
this secret. Once you realize this, the
only obstacle to your academic and
social success is the worrying that you
are going to do, between now and
then, about whether or not you
should go to Lyon's this afternoon.
Accept the fact that you will read
your last sentence at 3:59 p.m. and
the time between then and now can be
incredibly productive. Worry about
whether or not you should meet your
roommate at your favorite bar for din-

ind raiser to support C.R.O 1' an
rter local hunger relief progi .un
lecial classes such as the mama)
eparation workshop and a varie
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TWO 6RAND
PRIZE WINNERS
T
WILL BE
MMMM
SCHLITZS GUESTS
1
IN TORONTO
I
FOR THE LAST
F
PERFORMANCE OF
'
THE WHO'S 1982
NORTH AMERICAN TOUR.
This may be your last chance to see in
person one of the world's great rock
legends. Be there.
Schlitz will send 2 winning couples (winner plus
V^nEgp
a friend) to Toronto. You'll receive airfare, hotel
mSEE#"*0
accommodations in Toronto for 2 nights, tickets
to THE WHO concert, dinner both nights in
superb Toronto restaurants, a souvenir album,
limousine service to and from the concert and spending money.
"THE WHO" 1982 TOUR SWEEPSTAKES OFFICIAL RULES, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

close to campus

Dear Theta Ladies

ITS OCTOBER FEST
Meet on lawn 3:00 today

Jill and Kristin

1. To enter, hand print your name and address on the official entry form or on a 3" x 5" piece of paper and mail to
THE WHO 1982 Tour Sweepstakes, PO Box 4290, Libertyville, Illinois 60048. ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY
NOVEMBER30,1982
2. No purchase required. Enter as ofteh as you wish, but each entry must be mailed separately.
3. Winners will be selected in a random drawing conducted by H. Olsen & Co., an independent judging organization,
whose decisions will be final Grand prtze winners will be notified by December 10th, all others will be notified by
January 31,1983 All 552 prizes, worth approximately $16,000.00. will be awarded. Limit one'(1) prize per household
Odds of winning determined by the number of qualified entries received.
4. Sweepstakes limited to residentsof the USA, except employeesand their immediate familiesof Stroh Brewery
Co.. its affiliated companies, advertising and promotional agencies, and H. Olsen & Co.. other suppliers, and
wholesale and retail alcoholic beverage licensees and their families. Sweepstakes void where prohibited or
restricted by law. Entrants must beof legal drinking age in their state of residence at timeof entry. Any taxes are the
sole responsibility of the prize winners.
5. All entries become the property of the Stroh Brewery Co., and nonewill be returned. Winners will be notified by
mail No substitution of prizes. Taxes on prizes are the responsibility of the winners.
6. The geographic area covered by THE WH01982 Tour Sweepstakes is nationwide with approximately5,000 retail
outlets participating. For a list of Grand and First Prize winners available after January 31,1983. send a separate,
self-addressed stamped envelope to: "THE WHO" 1982 TOUR SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS LIST, P.O. Box 4290,
Libertyville, Illinois 60048

™1982 TOU« SWEEPSTAKES
Libertyville, IL 60048
Name_
Iplease print)

Address

£>1988 JOS SCHUTZBREWtNGCOMP~

